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Abstract
This paper describes a generic model of matching that can be usefully applied to misuse
intrusion detection. The model is based on Colored Petri Nets. Guards define the context in
which signatures are matched. The notion of start and final states, and paths between them
define the set of event sequences matched by the net. Partial order matching can also be
specified in this model. The main benefits of the model are its generality, portability and
flexibility.

1 Introduction
Computer break-ins are becoming increasingly frequent and their detection is increasingly important. Break-ins make the data residing on computer systems vulnerable to theft and corruption.
Compromised sites can also be used to launch further attacks, thus achieving another level of
indirection for further break-ins. A majority of break-ins, however, are the result of a small number
of known attacks, as evidenced by reports from response teams (e.g. CERT). Automating detection
of these attacks should therefore result in the detection of a significant number of break-in attempts.
* This paper originally appeared in the Proceedings of the 17th National Computer Security Conference, 1994 [11].
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Intrusion Detection is primarily concerned with the detection of illegal activities and acquisitions
of privileges that cannot be detected with information flow and access control models. Examples of
these include software engineering flaws in programs that allow cross privilege domain executions,
insider abuse and failure of authentication procedures. Intrusion Detection models therefore do
not directly overlap with traditional security models [12] which are primarily concerned with
modeling information flow in a computer system to ensure that subjects are never able to access
unauthorized information, or with modeling access control mechansims to prevent unauthorized
access to objects.
Current approaches to detecting intrusions can be broadly classified into two categories: Anomaly
Detection and Misuse Detection [21]. Anomaly Detection is based on the premise that
intrusive activity often manifests itself as an abnormality. The usual approach here is to devise
metrics indicative of intrusive activity, and detect statistically large variances on these metrics.
Examples might be an unusually high number of network connections within an interval of time,
unusually high CPU activity, or use of peripheral devices not normally used. This approach has
been studied extensively and implemented in a large number of systems [20, 19, 13, 15,5, 8]. It
attempts to quantify the acceptable behavior and thus identify abnormal behavior as intrusive.
The other technique of detecting intrusions, misuse detection, attempts to encode knowledge about
attacks as well defined patterns and monitors for the occurrence of these patterns. For example,
exploitation of the fingerd and sendmail bugs used in the Internet Worm attack [22] would
be in this category. This technique specifically represents knowledge about unacceptable behavior
and attempts to detect its occurrence.
This paper proposes a variation of one approach to misuse detection, state transition analysis,
by using pattern matching to detect system attacks. Knowledge about attacks is represented
as specialized graphs. These graphs are an adaptation of Colored Petri Nets [9] with guards
representing signature context and vertices representing system states. The graph represents the
transition of system states along paths that lead to intruded states. Patterns may have user-specifiable
actions associated with them that are executed when patterns are matched. The model provides
the ability to specify partial orders and subsumes matching of sequences and regular expressions.
Patterns also have pre- and post-conditions associated with them that must be satisfied before and
after the match. Patterns also may include invariants to specify that a condition is or is not satisfied
while the pattern is being matched.
There are several benefits to our approach of using a generic model of matching. A significant
benefit is the clean separation of the various components comprising a generic misuse detector. With
our approach to designing a generic misuse detector, it can be viewed as three basic abstractions.
This enables generic solutions to be substituted for each abstraction without changing the interfaces
between the abstractions of the model. These abstractions are:
• The Information Layer. This encapsulates the audit trail and provides a low-level data
interface to the monitored computer system.
• The Signature Layer. This provides for a system-independent internal representation of
signatures and a system-independent virtual machine to represent the signature context.
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• The Matching Engine. This encapsulates the method used to match the patterns. It makes the
system independent of any particular choice of matching algorithms. It also allows simple
substitution of newer or more powerful mechanisms as they become available.
Furthermore, a standardization of the model of matching signatures permits several external representations of signatures to exist, each facilitating the representation of certain type of signature
constructs. Other benefits of the model include its extensibility and portability to different event
models; its ability to assign priority to signatures and the ability to dynamically add signatures in
the midst of matching [sec. 4].
Our model is generic and does not assume any characteristics of the underlying events against which
matching is done or the domain of solution. It provides a mechanism on which matching solutions
can be built. For example, the same model applies for the case of monitoring network packet flow,
or for monitoring specific patterns in logs generated by general purpose logging utilities. The input
events in any of these problem domains can be canonicalized and used as input to our model of
matching. Specific instantiations can be made of the model as appropriate to the problem. For
example, a specialized version could be created for matching intrusion signatures in the context of
UNIX audit trails.

2 Primary Approaches To Misuse Detection
Misuse detection might be implemented by one the following techniques:
1. Expert Sys terns, which code knowledge about attacks as if - then implication rules.
2. Model Based Reasoning Systems, which combine models of misuse with evidential reasoning to support conclusions about the occurrence of a misuse.
3. State Transition Analysis, which represents attacks as a sequence of state transitions of the monitored system [17, 6].
4. Key Stroke Monitoring, which uses user key strokes to determine the occurrence of
an attack.
These methods are summarized in the following sections.

2.1

Expert Systems

An expert system is defined in [7] as a computing system capable of representing and reasoning
about some knowledge-rich domain with a view to solving problems and giving advice. Expert
system detectors code knowledge about attacks as if - then implication rules. Rules specify the
conditions requisite for an attack in their if part. When all the conditions on the left side of a
rule are satisfied, the actions on the right side of the rule are performed which may trigger the
firing of more rules or conclude the occurrence of an intrusion. The main advantage in formulating
if - then implication rules is the separation of control reasoning from the formulation of the
problem solution. Its chief use in misuse detection is to symbolically deduce the occurrence of an
intrusion based on the available data.
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The primary disadvantage of using expert systems is that working memory elements (the fact
base) that match the left sides of productions to determine eligible rules for firing are essentially
sequence-less. It is difficult to efficiently specify an order in which to match facts within the natural
framework of expert system shells.! Other problems include software engineering concerns with
the maintenance ofthe knowledge base [14] and the quality ofthe rules, which can be only as good
as the human devising them [14].

2.2 Model Based Systems
This approach was proposed in [4] and is a variation on misuse intrusion detection. It combines
models of misuse with evidential reasoning to support conclusions about its occurrence. There is
a database of attack scenarios, where each scenario comprises a sequence of behaviors making up
the attack. At any moment the system is considering a subset of these attack scenarios as likely
ones being experienced by the system. It seeks to verify them by seeking information in the audit
trail to substantiate or refute the attack scenario (the anticipator). The anticipator generates the
next behavior to be verified in the audit trail, based on the current active models, and passes these
behaviors to the planner. The planner determines how the hypothesized behavior will show up
in the audit data and translates it into a system dependent audit trail match. This mapping from
behavior to activity must be easily recognized in the audit trail, and must have a high likelihood of
appearing in the behavior.
As evidence for some scenarios accumulates, and decreases for others, the active models list is
updated. The evidential reasoning calculus built into the system permits the update of the likelihood
of occurrence of the attack scenarios in the active models list.
The advantage of model based intrusion detection is its basis in a mathematically sound theory of
reasoning in the presence of uncertainty. The structuring of the planner provides independence of
representation of the underlying audit trail syntax. Furthermore, this approach has the potential of
reducing substantial amounts of processing per audit record. It would do this by monitoring for
coarser-grained events in the passive mode and then actively monitoring finer-grained events when
those events are detected.
The disadvantage of model based intrusion detection is that it places additional burden on the person
creating the intrusion detection models to assign meaningful and accurate evidence numbers to
various parts of the graph representing the intrusion model. It is also not clear from the model how
behaviors can be compiled efficiently in the planner and the effect this will have on the run time
efficiency of the detector. This, however, is not a weakness of the model per se, but a consideration
for successful implementation.

2.3 State Transition Analysis
In this approach [17, 6] attacks are represented as a sequence of state transitions of the monitored
system. States in the attack pattern correspond to system states and have Boolean assertions
lEven though facts are numbered consecutively in current expert system shells, introducing fact numbering
constraints within rules to enforce an order makes the Rete match [3] procedure very inefficient.
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associated with them that must be satisfied to transit to that state. Successive states are connected
by arcs that represent the events/conditions required for changing state. These conditions, or
signature actions, are not limited to a single audit trail event, but may be a complex specification
of conditions.

2.4

Keystroke Monitoring

This technique uses user keystrokes to determine the occurrence of an attack. The primary means
is to pattern match for specific keystroke sequences indicative of an attack. The disadvantages
of this approach are the general unavailability of user typed keystrokes and the myriad ways of
expressing the same attack at the keystroke level. Furthermore, without a semantic analysis of the
contents, aliases can easily defeat this technique.

2.5

Summary Characterizing These Four Approaches

All four approaches to misuse detection encode and look for specific attacks and use matching in
some form to detect them. If an attack is regarded as a set of steps, expert system rules permit the
encoding of sequentiality (and other dependencies) between the steps. However, because of the
generality of the match procedure of ascertaining firable rules, such dependencies are inefficient
to match directly. Model based systems consider 'models' of intrusion and seek to verify them by
looking for evidence to corroborate the model. This is done by using matching techniques on the
underlying event trail. State transition approaches can be construed as trying to match the sequence
of steps that lead a system to a compromised state. Each step in this sequence may, however,
require complex computation for determining its occurrence (typically using expert system rules).
Key stroke monitoring is the direct application of pattern matching to key stroke logs to match for
suspicious or undesirable patterns.

2.6 Benefits And Limitations Of Misuse Detection
A primary disadvantage of anomaly detection, the other major technique for intrusion detection,
is that statistical measures of user behavior can be gradually trained. Miscreants who know that
they are being monitored can train such systems over a length of time to the point where intrusive
behavior is considered normal. Misuse detection is immune to such training: if the signature
for an attack is carefully written, even major variations of the same basic attack scenario can be
detected. Moreover, the technique is simpler than anomaly detection. Within the framework of
misuse signatures, monitoring of system activity can be automated as well.
The primary disadvantage of this approach is that it looks only for known vulnerabilities, and is
of little use in detecting unknown future intrusions. However, we can look for known patterns of
abuse that might occur after a vulnerability is exploited; although the intrusion itself may not be
noted, the subsequent actions could be flagged.
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3 Intrusion Detection Using Pattern Matching
Our pattern matching is based on the notion of an event. Events are auditable changes in the state
of the system, or changes in the state of some part of the system. An event can represent a single
action by a user or system, or it can represent a series of actions resulting in a single, observable
record.
We further specify events as having tags. Generally, monitored events are tagged with data. In
particular, the time at which the event occurred is of special importance because of the monotonicity
properties oftime. The events can have an arbitrary number (though usually a small number) of
tag fields. The exact number and nature of the fields is dependent on the type of the event.
Mathematically one can think of the events as being tuples with a special field indicating the type
of event. For example, one can think of the event a occurring at time t to be the tuple (a, t), where
a denotes the type of the event.
A fundamental requirement of applying pattern matching to intrusion detection is that matching be
done with follows semantics rather than immediately follows semantics. For example, with follows
semantics the pattern ab specifies the occurrence of the event a followed by the occurrence of
event b. It does not represent a immediately followed by b with no intervening event. This means
that any two adjacent sub patterns within a pattern are implicitly separated by an arbitrary number
(possibly zero) of events of any type. This assumption is appropriate in current systems: audit
trail generation and modern user interfaces allow users to login simultaneously through several
windows thereby generating overlapped entries in the audit trail.
Using follows semantics makes the field of discrete approximate pattern matching relevant to
intrusion detection. Three characteristics determine the kinds of theoretical bounds that can be
placed on the matching solution: 1) whether matching is off-line or online 2) whether signatures
can be dynamically added or deleted as matching proceeds and 3) whether all matches of the
pattern in the event stream are desired or whether finding a single match is sufficient.
Results in approximately matching various classes of patterns are summarized in fig. 1. These time
bounds hold for arbitrary values of deletion, insertion and mismatch costs, and are not optimized for
the requirements of misuse intrusion detection. The results are restricted to online matching because
we are primarily concerned with real time intrusion detection. RE stands for regular expressions
and sequence refers to a chain of events. The column rna tch denotes the type of match determined
by the corresponding algorithm. An entry of "all endpts" denotes that the algorithm detects all
positions in the input where a match with the pattern ends, but cannot reconstruct the match
sequence, "all" denotes that the algorithm can also construct the match. Finding all matches of a
pattern in the input is an all-paths source-to-sink problem and is computationally hard.
While approximate pattern matching is useful in misuse detection, the general problem cannot be
reasonably solved by current pattern matching techniques. For example, it requires matching of
partial orders, context-free and context-sensitive structures, and matching in the presence of time,
a notion inherent in audit trail generation and very important in specifying intrusions.
After studying common numerous UNIX vulnerability descriptions from such sources as the
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Figure 1: Some Results from Pattern Matching Applicable to Misuse Detection
CERT security advisories, and those detected by the COPS [2] and TIGER [18] tools, we noted a
temporally-related partitioning. We were able to classify intrusion attacks on UNIX as follows:

1. Existence. The fact that something(s) ever existed is sufficient to detect the intrusion attempt.
Simple existence can often be found by static scanning of the file system. Examples include
searching for altered permissions or certain special files.
2. Sequence. The fact that several things happened in strict sequence is sufficient to specify the
intrusion.
3. Partial order. Several events are defined in a partial order, for example as in fig. 2.
4. Duration. This requires that something(s) existed or happened for not more than nor less than
a certain interval of time.
5. Interval. Things happened an exact (plus or minus clock accuracy) interval apart. This is
specified by the conditions that an event occur no earlier and no later than x units of time
after another event.
We believe that the vast majority of known intrusion patterns fall into categories 1 and 2. This
classification is not strictly a hierarchy as characteristics simple to match at lower levels of the
classification become intractable at upper levels. These classes can also be further subdivided into
finer categories; details can be found in [10].

3.1

An Overview of Our Model of Matching

We examined various regular methods of representing and matching our attack signatures. Regular
expressions can represent only the simplest types of attacks. Context-free and attribute grammars
are not easy to extend to approximate matching and do not lend themselves well to a graphical
representation. Regular expressions and context-free grammars do not permit matching to be
conditional on the value of specified expressions. Attribute grammars allow conditional matching
only in an indirect way. We settled on basing our model of matching on an extension of Colored
Petri Nets [9] as they suffer none of these problems.
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Invariant: same_uid

----------------------------------------,

!cp Ibin/sh lusrlspool!mail!root
:chmod 4755 I usr I spool!mail I root
:touch x
:mail root < x
:I usr I spool! maill root

i

:
:
:
:

:_--------------------------------------~

write

chmod

( this[OBJ! = FILE)
this[PID] != 0 &&
true_name(this[OBJ]) =
true_name("/usr/spool/mail/root")
&&
FILE = this[OBJ]

exec

---------------true_name(this[PROG[} =

true_name{"/usr/ucb/mail"} &&
this[ARGSJ =- "\ \ <root\ \>"

Figure 2: Representing a Partial Order of Events
We refer to each signature represented as an instantiation of a Colored Petri Automaton (CPA).
The notion of one or more start states and a unique final state defines the set of strings matched by
the CPA. Matching begins with one token in each initial state. The pattern is considered matched
for each token that reaches the final state. Along the path to the final state tokens can merge or be
duplicated. Partial orders can be written with each trunk of the partial order starting at a different
start state. Tokens that are merged carry the merge information with them so the entire merge path
is stored.
Patterns are internally stored for matching as CPAs. Externally, a language can be designed
to represent signatures in a more programmer-natural framework, and programs in the language
compiled to this internal representation. The main differences between our model and CP-Nets
are the lack of concurrency in our model, absence of local transition variables, the notion of start
and final states, and the notion of pre- and post-conditions and invariants associated with patterns.
Moreover, nets in our model are not bipartite, unlike CP-Nets.
Our model is generic and applicable to any well-defined format of input events such as audit trail
records, network packets, or other abstractions. Our examples here, however, are taken from the
domain of misuse detection in the UNIX environment using audit trails as input.
Consider, as an example, the attack scenario in figure 2 [6]. Its CPA is translated verbatim from
the attack scenario for purposes of illustration only. 81 and 84 are the initial states of the CPA,
and 87 is its final state. A CPA requires the specification of ~ 1 initial states (each initial state
represents a trunk of the partial order) and exactly one final state. The circles represent states and
the thick bars the transitions. At the start of the match, a token is placed in each initial state. Each
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state may contain an arbitrary number of tokens.
A CPA also has associated with it a set of variables. Assignment to these variables is equivalent
to unification. Each token maintains its own local copy of these variables because each token can
make its own variable "bindings" as it flows to the final state. In CP-Net terminology, each token is
colored, and its color can be thought of as an n-tuple of strings, where the pattern has n variables.
The CPA also contains a set of directed arcs that connect states to other states and transitions.
The arcs which connect places to other places are E transitions along which tokens flow nondeterministically without being triggered by an event. Each transition is associated with an event
type, called its label, which must occur in the input event stream before the transition will fire. In
fig. 2 transition tl is labeled with the event write, t4 is labeled with the event stat and so on.
Nondeterminism can be specified by labeling more than one outgoing transition of a state with the
same label. There is, however, no concurrency in a CPA: an event can fire at most one transition.
A transition is said to be enabled if all its input states contain at least one token.
Optional expressions, or guards, can be placed at transitions. These expressions permit assignment
to the CPA variables. Example of these assignments include assignment of values to matched event
fields; evaluation of conditions involving equality, <, or >; and calling built-in and user defined
functions. Guards are Boolean expressions which evaluate to true or false. this is a special
operator which is instantiated to the most recent event. It may be empty in the case of E transitions.
It provides a hook into the event matched at a particular transition. Guards are evaluated in the
context of the event which matches the transition label and the set of consistent tokens which
enable the transition. Tokens are consistent when their variable bindings unify. The set of tokens
are unified before being passed to the guards for evaluation.
For example, in order for transition t 7 to fire, there must be at least 1 token in each of states
s3 and s6; the enabling pair of tokens (one from s3, the other from s6) must have consistently
bound (unifiable) pattern variables; and the unified token and the event oftype exec together must
satisfy the guard at t 7. A transition fires if it is enabled and an event of the same type as its label
occurs that satisfies the guard at the transition. When a transition fires, all the input tokens that
have caused the transition to fire are merged to one token, and copies of this merged token are
placed in each output place of the transition.
The process of merging resolves conflicts in bindings (i.e. makes sure that token bindings unify)
between tokens to be merged and stores a complete description of the path that each token traversed
in getting to the transition. Thus a token not only represents binding, but also the composite path
that it encountered on its path to the current state. The sequence of events matched by a CPA is the
sequence of events (or partial order) encountered at each transition by the token that has reached
the final state.
A CPA is also associated with a pre-condition, a post-condition, and an invariant expression. These
are similar to guards that must evaluate true to be successful. Patterns that have no transitions (e.g.,
verifying that root's. rhosts file is not world writable) can be specified using pre-conditions to
an empty pattern. Post-conditions are provided for symmetry and to allow the recursive invocation
of the same pattern.
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The reason for having invariants associated with CPAs is more subtle. It seems syntactically
inconsistent to us to specify as part of patterns that they must not occur while another pattern
is being matched. That is, negative pattern specification in a CPA unnecessarily clutters the
description of the pattern. The other reason is that the semantics of some invariants cannot be
easily absorbed in the framework of transitions and guard expressions. It is more efficient to
provide them as primitives in the matching model than to attempt to subsume them within the
framework of matching.
As mentioned earlier, our model of matching is generic. It can easily be instantiated for misuse
detection for a system running the UNIX environment, for example. This would involve defining
the primitives supported in guard expressions. It might also include coding file test operations,
set manipulation functions, system interaction hooks, and other operations. The set of invariant
primitives supported in the instantiated model must also be defined. The overall structure of
matching remains unchanged.

4 Analysis Of Our Matching Model
There are several difficulties in intrusion detection using pattern matching. The dominant one is
the sheer rate at which the data generated by modern processors must be matched. We have some
confidence that a system as described in this paper can operate at a speed sufficient to operate in
near real time. Furthermore, because state is saved in the tokens and their tag fields, there is no
need to save (or re-process) extensive logs of the system.
The other major problem is the nature of the matching itself. An attacker may perform several
actions under different user identities, and at different times, ultimately leading to a system compromise. Because an intrusion signature specification, by its nature, requires the possibility of an
arbitrary number of intervening events between successive events of the signature, and because we
are generally interested in the first (or all) occurrence(s) ofthe signature, there can be several partial
matches of each signature at any given moment. This can require substantial overhead in time
and space to track each partial match. In some scenarios, there may be weeks between events. In
others, different portions of an attack scenario can be executed over several login sessions and the
system is then required to keep track of the partial matches over login sessions. In other cases the
signature may specify arbitrary permutations of sub-patterns comprising the pattern thus making
the recognition problem much more difficult.
The complexity of matching in our model increases rapidly with increasing complexity of signatures. At the simplest end are patterns without guards, for which algorithms from discrete
approximate matching are applicable [fig. 1]. The introduction of guards and variables makes the
complexity of the matching problem exponential in the size of the CPA if the description of guards
is included in its size. Partial order matching takes super-exponential time. Matching can be
improved in some cases by exploiting the monotonic nature of event fields, like the time stamp of
the event. Evaluating guards can be optimized by defining a virtual machine for their evaluation.
By breaking the guard expressions into sequences of simpler instructions, common subexpression
elimination can be performed to reduce the size of the sequence. Such elimination can be done
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across all the patterns. All these results and optimizations are described in [10].
Our model has several important advantages. It is very portable, in the sense that intrusion
signatures can be moved across sites without rewriting to accommodate fine differences in each
vendor's implementation. Signatures can also be transparently moved to systems with somewhat
different policies and ratings. An abstract audit record definition and a standard definition of a virtual
machine to represent guards ensures that patterns pre-compiled to an intermediate representation
can be moved across systems with minimal overhead.
Signatures can be dynamically added in the matching engine while maintaining the partial matches
of signatures already present in it. The only disadvantage of doing this is that some optimizations,
like common subexpression elimination of guards, may not be done for subsequently added patterns
with respect to patterns already compiled in the engine. Actions can also be associated with patterns
by incorporating them as expressions in the post conditions.
Signatures can be prioritized by considering each token as a thread of control. Each thread then
fetches events from an event manager and acts on them. By prioritizing certain threads, patterns
can be prioritized for matching.

5

Conclusions

The paper outlined a pattern matching approach to misuse intrusion detection. It proposed a generic
model of matching based on CP-Nets that can be adapted to different problem domains. We used
misuse detection using audit trails under UNIX as an example to illustrate the usefulness and
applicability of this approach.
The model is interesting and appealing from a theoretical standpoint. However, its true test is an
evaluation of its implementation running under "live" conditions. We will implement this model
and derive experimental results in the near future. Comparative performance results with other
approaches will be difficult because of the lack of standardized benchmarking vulnerabilities and
the unavailabilty of such data for other approaches. We hope that our prototype implementation
and benchmarking results will provide the necessary first step in this direction.
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